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Black clover sister lily

English Share Women's Cancer Episode 1Jump Festa 2016 OVA Miyu Kubota; Ai Kayano (OVA) is the nun and caregiver of an orphanage in Ahage. [2] The look of Lily is a young woman with dark blue hair. Her bangs are separated from the sides, several on the left side of her forehead and covering most of her left forehead. She has
big, kind, tearful eyes lined with long lashes. She has relatively pale skin and a black patch of beauty under her left eye. Lily wears the habit of a nun and a gold cross on a gold pearl necklace. Personality Lily has been shown to be strict and kind. They often appear as maternal characters, as she often takes care of younger children,
chefs and scolding when children misbehave, especially Asta, when she demands to marry him. Lily's biography heals Asta's injuries. One day, when they are young, Yuno returns to the temple with a badly injured Asta, and Lily heals the boy's injuries. Lily notices the change in the boys after that day: Asta always runs away alone and
returns dirty and Yuno no longer cries. [3] Lily goes to Theresa Rapual's temple in Nairn for training and after a while tells her about Asta. [4] Asta asks Lily to marry him, but quickly refuses. He insists, even after the jailer silences him with a spell. He finally stops when Yuno interrupts him. [5] Yuno then helps Lily wash and drys it with
Wind Magic. [6] When Asta is discouraged by her lack of her own magic, Lily walks up to him and suggests that reaching a grimoire can trigger her abilities. The boy then runs away, and Yuno tells him not to worry. [7] The following March, many villagers will gather to watch the Grimoire acceptance ceremony. [8] Lily and the others at the
orphanage were shocked when Asta didn't get one, but Yuno gets a four-leaf clover. Lily is increasingly concerned about Asta after Yuno refuses to admit her as a rival. [9] Six months later, Orsi Orfai and Lily visit Drouot and ask about Asta's grimoire, but the old man admits he has no idea. [10] Lily protects Orsi and the children. A few
months later, Hage's villagers get confused after the kingdom is rescued from the Arrows of Judgment, and the demon's skeleton shines with lights. They watch a prison rise over the skeleton and move over it. The obsessive Lila Orca then attacks the villagers. [11] Lily fights back, but her magic is too weak. When the elf attacks him, he
jumps in front of Nash. The couple will be saved by Yuno and Asta. [12] After the elf was defeated, Lily and the children rush to thank Yuno and Asta. [14] Asta asks if Lily was injured and then professes her love. The village thanks the two boys and bids farewell to them as they leave to fight more of them. [15] A few days later, Lily read
the newspaper article about Asta's trial, and in disbeliefied and a devil user. [16] Six months after the fae attack, Lily discovers an injured man lying in front of the church looking for Yuno. [18] Lily and Orsi send Ralph to bed to recover and send a message to Yuno. Lily's going to meet Yuno outside and bring him to Ralph's. He and Orsi
listen as Ralph reveals that Yuno is a prince of the Spade Kingdom. [19] He worries about Yuno after Ralph shows him memories of the past. A 911 call from Golden Dawn Base interrupts the conversation,[20] and Yuno rushes to protect his team from attack. [21] Battle Prowess Magic Water Magic: Lily uses this magic attribute to
manipulate the element of water. [22] Add a photo to this gallery Healing Magic: Lily uses this kind of magic for recovery. [3] Abilities magic power: Lily possesses a large amount of magical power as an elf confuses her with a noble. [23] Grimoire equipment: Lily has a three-leaf clover grimoire that contains water-based spells. [22] Add the
image to the gallery Relationships Asta As one of the people who raised and cared for Asta, she cares deeply about him and his well-being and is generally supportive but strict about the young boy. Asta has repeatedly proposed, often repeatedly, which she has denied the same number of times, despite insisting that she occasionally use
magic to draw the line. Yuno takes care of Yuno, he cares deeply about her and often gives her chores and trusts her to get the job done and correctly. In Other Media, in anime, Lily serves as a teacher at Hage's magic school. [17] Trivia Lily was in the first #11 popular vote, #26 in the second, #20 in the third, and #43. Lily's the fourth
best cook on the show. [24] Lily's favorite things are hot cocoa and church children. [1] The lily refers to a lily bench or nymphaeaceae, a common type of flower that floats on top of the water. The Aquarium in Latin is about water or water, which is a reference to Lily's aquatic magic. Español Français Polski Русский is available under cc-
by-sa of community content, unless otherwise stated. Social content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. English Share Women's Cancer Episode 1Jump Festa 2016 OVA Miyu Kubota; Ai Kayano (OVA) is the nun and caregiver of an orphanage in Ahage. [2] The look of Lily is a young woman with dark blue hair. Her
bangs are separated from the sides, several on the left side of her forehead and covering most of her left forehead. She has big, kind, tearful eyes lined with long lashes. She has relatively pale skin and a black patch of beauty under her left eye. Lily wears the habit of a nun and a gold cross on a gold pearl necklace. Personality Lily has
been shown to be strict and kind. She often appears as a maternal character, as she often takes care of younger children, chefs and scold when children misbehave, especially Asta, when she demands to marry him. Lily's biography heals Asta's injuries. One day, when they are young, Yuno returns to the temple with a badly injured Asta,
and Lily heals the boy's injuries. Lily notices the change in the boys after that day: Asta always runs away alone and returns dirty and Yuno no longer cries. [3] Lily goes to Theresa Rapual's temple in Nairn for training and after a while tells her about Asta. [4] Asta asks Lily to marry him, but quickly refuses. He insists, even after the jailer
silences him with a spell. He finally stops when Yuno interrupts him. [5] Yuno then helps Lily wash and drys it with Wind Magic. [6] When Asta is discouraged by her lack of her own magic, Lily walks up to him and suggests that reaching a grimoire can trigger her abilities. The boy then runs away, and Yuno tells him not to worry. [7] The
following March, many villagers will gather to watch the Grimoire acceptance ceremony. [8] Lily and the others at the orphanage were shocked when Asta didn't get one, but Yuno gets a four-leaf clover. Lily is increasingly concerned about Asta after Yuno refuses to admit her as a rival. [9] Six months later, Orsi Orfai and Lily visit Drouot
and ask about Asta's grimoire, but the old man admits he has no idea. [10] Lily protects Orsi and the children. A few months later, Hage's villagers get confused after the kingdom is rescued from the Arrows of Judgment, and the demon's skeleton shines with lights. They watch a prison rise over the skeleton and move over it. The
obsessive Lila Orca then attacks the villagers. [11] Lily fights back, but her magic is too weak. When the elf attacks him, he jumps in front of Nash. The couple will be saved by Yuno and Asta. [12] After the elf was defeated, Lily and the children rush to thank Yuno and Asta. [14] Asta asks if Lily was injured and then professes her love. The
village thanks the two boys and bids farewell to them as they leave to fight more of them. [15] A few days later, Lily read the newspaper article about Asta's trial, believing in disbeliere that she was a patriot and devil user. [16] Six months after the fae attack, Lily discovers an injured man lying in front of the church looking for Yuno. [18] Lily
and Orsi send Ralph to bed to recover and send a message to Yuno. Lily's going to meet Yuno outside and bring him to Ralph's. He and Orsi listen as Ralph reveals that Yuno is a prince of the Spade Kingdom. [19] He worries about Yuno after Ralph shows him memories of the past. A 911 call from Golden Dawn Base interrupts the
conversation,[20] and Yuno rushes to protect his team from attack. [21] Battle Prowess Magic Water Magic: Lily Uses The magic attribute is to manipulate the element of water. [22] Add a photo to the gallery healing healing Lily's using this spell for healing purposes. [3] Abilities magic power: Lily possesses a large amount of magical
power as an elf confuses her with a noble. [23] Grimoire equipment: Lily has a three-leaf clover grimoire that contains water-based spells. [22] Add the image to the gallery Relationships Asta As one of the people who raised and cared for Asta, she cares deeply about him and his well-being and is generally supportive but strict about the
young boy. Asta has repeatedly proposed, often repeatedly, which she has denied the same number of times, despite insisting that she occasionally use magic to draw the line. Yuno takes care of Yuno, he cares deeply about her and often gives her chores and trusts her to get the job done and correctly. In Other Media, in anime, Lily
serves as a teacher at Hage's magic school. [17] Trivia Lily was in the first #11 popular vote, #26 in the second, #20 in the third, and #43. Lily's the fourth best cook on the show. [24] Lily's favorite things are hot cocoa and church children. [1] The lily refers to a lily bench or nymphaeaceae, a common type of flower that floats on top of the
water. The Aquarium in Latin is about water or water, which is a reference to Lily's aquatic magic. Español Français Polski Русский is available under cc-by-sa of community content, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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